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This series revolves around a young man 
who falls in love with a girl but is unable 
to marry her due to tough 
circumstances. He travels abroad to look 
for a job and comes back a wicked 
person. 

Fouq El-Sehab

Cast: Hany Salama - Stephanie Saleeba -
Ibrahim Nasr - Amir Shahin
Director:  Raouf Abdelaziz
Genre: Thriller



The events start on the wedding night of an 
important political, where the   cousins 
"Maleka" and "Heba" are Brides maids. 
Maleka is a romantic, perfect and calm 
character while  Heba is very aggressive and 
the total opposite of Maleka. A terrorist 
explosion takes place in the wedding leading 
to  heba's death and Maleka's face  
deformation. Maleka travels with her family 
to Paris for treatment and returns with a mix 
of two characters Heba and hers. 

Malika

Cast: Dina El Sherbini, Mostafa Fahmy, 
Mohamed Shahin
Director:  Sherif Ismail
Genre: Social Drama



Rahim is an Egyptian businessman who 
works in money laundering and dollar 
smuggling. After a short stint in prison, 
Rahim discovers his wealth has been 
seized and his family are gone. The 
series, which co-stars Nour, Mohamed 
Riad, Hassan Hosny, Rogina and Dina, 
follows Rahim’s journey of revenge his  
quest to locate his family. 

Rahim

Cast: Yasser Galal - Nour - Dina Abd 
ElAziz - Mohamed Riad
Director:  Mohamed Salama
Genre: Social



A comedy series that follows a man on 
the mission to fulfill his father's will to 
turn an orphanage into a sweets factory.

El Weseyaa

Cast: Akram Hosni - Ahmed Amin - Reem 
Mostafa 
Director:  Khaled El-Halafawy
Genre: Comedy



A group of mentally-troubled individuals 
end up in the Cairo-bound flight 707. 
After taking off from Beirut, the group, 
which have never met before, begin 
showing their true colours and the 
drama ensues. 

El Rehlaa

Cast: Basel Khayat - Reham 
Abdelghafour - Hanan Motaw ’ - Mai 
Selim
Director:  Hassan Ali 
Genre: Thriller



An action-drama that focused a counter-
terrorism police officer who's assigned a
new case. But it proves to be a
complicated, even deadly, one to solve.

Amr Wakaa

Cast: Karim Fahmy - Naglaa Badr - Reem 
Mostafa - Ahmed Wafic - Nabil 
ElHalafawy
Director:  Magdy El-Semeiry
Genre: Social



Part 2 begins 7 years after the end of the 
first part. Pointing out that Joe's son 
would become a great son and would 
have the chance to bond with his uncle 
and take revenge from the "enemies."

El Heeba …El Awdaa

Cast: Tayem Hassan - Nicole Saba 
Director:  Samer El Barkawi
Genre: Action Drama



The series revolves around the conflict 
that Haroon Elrasheed experienced 
when his brother (Hadi) called him to 
isolate him, without his mother's 
intervention. He was also exposed to 
the conflicts and intrigues that took 
place in and around the palace and the 
horizons of civilization during the reign 
of Haroon.

Haroon Elrasheed

Cast: Kosay Khouly - Abed Fahd - Karis 
Bashar - Kinda Hana 
Director:  Abd El Bary Abo Elkheir
Genre: Historical 



The series revolves around the drama of 
remorse and its impact on the human 
and its causes and consequences, which 
affects man in his thinking as a result of 
his behavior in a certain way in one of 
the situations, through a man who is in a 
state of conflict with remorse in all the 
situations he lives.

El-Khtaya El-Ashr

Cast: Abdul Mohsen Elnamr - Sumaya El 
Khenna - Rawan Al-Sayegh - Reem 
Arhama -Mohamed Safar  - Fatema El 
Hosni 
Director:  Aly Al Aly 
Genre: Drama



"Fawda" is set in a middle-class neighborhood in 
the heart of the city. There are two different 
groups of people living there, the ones who have 
been there for a while, and the ones who have 
recently come. Fares and Zidan, two young people 
who have recently joined this neighborhood, both 
fall in love for the same girl, Fatheya. Meanwhile, 
Rateb, a lawyer, receives life threats by a guy who 
has risen in the midst of the chaos that ravages the 
country. Consequently, everyone is living in chaos.

Fawda

Cast:  Salloum Haddad  - Abdel Moneim
Amiry - Fadi Sabih - Dima Kandalaft -
Ayman Reda - Nadine Tahseen Bek
Director: Samir Hussein
Genre: Drama




